Nor can one readily say what decade or century it is, for many ages are superimposed here and coexist.
the swing of attention from East to West, the suddenly redirected gaze sending that initial "lovely freehand" spiralling off in the opposite direction.
The poem's sense of youthful freedom is thus an intricately constructed matter. And this duplicity applies to the intellectual content that enters in subsequent stanzas:
We were small and thought we knew nothing Worth knowing. We thought words travelled the wires
In the shiny pouches of raindrops, Each one seeded full with the light Of the sky, the gleam of the lines, and ourselves
So infinitesimally scaled
We could stream through the eye of a needle.
Lovely free hand, indeed. There is no mistaking Heaney's deployment of his lyric abilities here, as he redescribes raindrops as "shiny pouches," "seeded"
with the expansive light that carries across the run-on-line to the list of its sources. Strictly, though, something appears awry in these lines. "We were small" looks like an adult's view of a child's size. "[A]nd thought we knew nothing / Worth knowing." These railway children are modest folk. Perhaps a child can know a few things (they know how to get to, and get up, the cutting; they know where the telegraph wires go, and seem to know that they are a Here we have quite a thought, a better one than many railway adults could manage faced with a row of telegraph poles. Heaney operates a double bluff here. The children's notion of the telegraph is naïvely flawed ("words travelled the wires" in raindrops, indeed), but then again, it is (that word again, whether theirs then or his now) lovely; and maybe their explanation is not so naïve. Certainly words are travelling the wires, and we do not have many better images for them than do the railway children. What does not quite buzz true, though, is the children's initial disavowal of knowledge; if they have such elaborate notions of words, water, and light, it is strange to lay claim to "nothing / Worth knowing." Those words protest a little too much for selves who think of themselves as "So infinitesimally scaled." Perhaps Heaney has given "The Railway Children" one too many different layers of consciousness, making innocence and experience, childishness and eloquence coexist a tad too closely in the poem's tight tercets. The poet of remembrance is caught between the ideal of enacting the past in its own terms and the opportunity to reflect on it in the language of the present. The first half of the first quatrain is a matter of scene-setting, proceeding via carefully defined details. Each of the first four objects noted in that first couplet possesses its own adjective or qualifying description ("scatter"). The line "Fretsaw, auger, rasp and awl" suggests a parallel between the rhythmic regularities of work and poem. The sense is of a present scene crowded with things and motion. Yet in the third quatrain the tense shifts:
A mile away it was taking shape,
The hulk of a toy battleship,
As waterbuckets iced and frost
Hardened the quiet on roof and post. "A mile away" is a relative term: away from where? Presumably from where we came in, that "shed of corrugated iron." But this reading does not adequately get at Heaney's meaning. As the poem proceeds, it emerges that the "toy battleship" is the object and product of Eric Dawson's craft, which is handed over to "a peering woman" (the narrator's mother, we may assume) in a "parcel" in the fifth stanza. As a result, not only does the third stanza witness a change in tense, but also it becomes a spatial switch-point, the scene of an unannounced shift in the location of the poem's voice. What was, implicitly, "here" now becomes "there." This shift adds ironic substance to the question that interrupts the narrative at the start of the fourth stanza:
Where is he now?
There were fifteen years between us two That night I strained to hear the bells For the first time in the poem, past and present are brought together in these lines: the past is envisaged within the metalinguistic frame of the present. We move from the past as "given" to memory as action -as a series of actions, in fact, a sequence of sensory relations that the narrator establishes to the object world of the past. Not only smell but touch figures as a major trigger of memory; to "weigh" in hand the monkey-wrench is to take the weight of the past, to cop hold of the scene. But still the privileged sense, at start and finish, optimism about the work of memory. The "sleigh of the mind," advancing too emphatically, may also be a sleight of the hand.
Heaney's poem is a kind of thanksgiving for the carpenter's lonely work on the toy, and it ends on a delicate note. Should poet and carpenter meet again, he reflects, their conversation will be deliberately uncontroversial, "all toys and carpentry," rather than risking the problematic matter of "Your father's uniform and gun." The poem reflects on the personal and the political, and how one may seek to tiptoe around the other; the retrospective frame of reference, unlike the "backward rote" bemoaned in "The First Kingdom," offers less treacherous ground than the contemporary. In that sense, as well as in the wistful act of remembrance at its center, "An Ulster Twilight" is nostalgic: it calls to mind and conversation a time that is less problematic than the present. The poet is unashamed, though, of the recourse to innocence:
But -now that I have said it outMaybe none the worse for that.
"It" is the most indeterminate word here. The formula in which it appears has something of the same quality -albeit murmuringly private rather than resoundingly public -as Yeats's "I write it out in a verse."
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The act of enunication is significant in itself, and leaves speaker and auditor in a different place. Does "it" mean the delicacy that Heaney has just described ("now that I have admitted to the reason for our nostalgic small talk, I'm not sure it's such a bad thing"); or does it refer to the whole business of the poem ("Now that I have recalled in full the night you made me the toy, I think it not such small talk after all")? There is a final ambiguity here apt enough to the twilight in which the conversation occurs -not that it does, for like the rest of this poem, it is a conjuring, an act of projection. The tender care with which There are, it turns out, three tenses in the poem: the past (Malibu) and the pluperfect (the prior imagination of Malibu "where I'd imagined I might be"), but also, for the first time, the present ("are welted solid"). This line is tricky: through its repeated enjambments it turns out to comprise a single statement, making the reader stumble back after sense. And it is difficult: there is apparent perversity in the assertion that the steps the speaker never climbed are "welted solid" to him. But the overall meaning is that the Irish coastal scene, not the American, is imprinted on the poet's body. The enduring depth of local influence is a characteristic Heaney theme, one to be alternately celebrated, cursed, and accepted in the unreeling ambivalence of his poetic career. The speaker of "Station Island" itself will broach the grouse: "'I hate how quick I was to know my place. / I hate where I was born, hate everything / That made me biddable and unforthcoming'" (SI, 85), and the Sweeney of The return of the grotto bears an echo of "The Sandpit": "undead grains in a stranded cockle shell" (SI 54). The grotto, too, is dead -not only lost in the past, but intimately associated with death -yet somehow "undead,"
possessed of an unlikely life. In its "seedling mussel shells / and cockles," and more clearly in the "pearls condensed from a child invalid's breath," the living has been frozen, solidified into an object of memory. This process is also implied in the way the grotto "housed the snowdrop weather of her death." Weather is a figure for the organic, the quick and changing (for the temporal, indeed, le temps), but it has been "housed," given roof and location.
The object has offered Heaney a home, a site of storage, for the atmosphere of his relative's death; he remembers, as a child, "stowing away" and "foraging" for its precious emotional contents.
Yet we should also remember the evanescence of this object, which remains, in "Station Island," a thing of recollection. It is never quite solid: it "floated then and idled / in vision, like phosphorescent weed," a shimmering keepsake rather than "reliably dense and bricky" sandstone (SI, 20). Where in the earlier lyrics Heaney conjures the past by gripping a solid object in his hand, in this poem the object is itself a conjuration, emerging into the memorial frame that the pilgrim has just established for it: "an active, windstilled hush, as if / in a shell the listened-for ocean stopped" (SI, 67). The relic, like the memory it prompts, is not only temporal but temporary. In "Station Island" the archaeological object becomes the virtual object. And this encounter with the virtual is, in the end, the most distinctive of Station Island's modes of memory.
In its interest in ghosts, Station Island was prescient. Ten years on, spectres would come to the forefront of academic discussion, as one of the 
